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Abstract:  Cloud computing provides people a way to share large mount of distributed resources belonging to different organizations. Tha t is 
a good way to share many kinds of distributed resources, but it also makes security problems more complicate and more important for users 
than before. In this paper, we analyze some security requirements in cloud computing environment. Since the security problems both in 
software and hardware, we provided a method to build a trusted computing environment for cloud computing by integrating the trusted 
computing platform (TCP) into cloud computing system. We propose a new prototype system, in which based on Trusted Platform Module 
(TPM). In this design, better effect can be obtained in authentication, role based access and data protection in cloud computing environment. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Cloud computing has developed from the grid computing 
technology. Cloud computing is concerned with the sharing and 
coordinated use of diverse resources in distributed virtual 
organizations(VO), which is consisted of different organizes and 
systems. Cloud computing provides a facility that enable large-
scale controlled sharing and interoperation among resources that 
are dispersedly owned and managed. Security is therefore a 
major element in any cloud computing infrastructure, because it is 
necessary to ensure that only authorized access is permitted and 
secure behavior is accepted. In a word, all members in the cloud 
and the cloud computing environment should be trusted by each 
other, and the members that have communication should be 
trusted by each other. Trust is the major concern of the 
consumers and provider of services that participate in a cloud 
computing environment. 
 
Because the cloud computing is composed of different local 
systems and includes the members from multiple environments, 
therefore the security in cloud is complicate. In one side, the 
security mechanism should provide guarantees secure enough to 
the user, on the other side, the security mechanism should not be 
too complex to put the users into an inconvenient situation. The 
openness and flexibility of the computer and popular commercial 
operating systems have been important factors supporting their 
widespread adoption. However, that very same openness and 
flexibility have been proved to be a double edged sword, because 
it brings complexity, reduces trust degree and threat against 
security. So there should be a balance between the security and 
the convenience. The dependable and secure computing includes 
 
 
 
 
 

 not only security and confidentiality, but also reliability, 
availability, safety and integrity [1,2,3]. In this paper, we propose a 
new way that is conducive to improve the secure and dependable 
computing in cloud. In our design, we integrate the Trusted 
Computing Platform (TCP), which is based on Trusted Platform 
Module (TPM), into the cloud computing system. The TCP will be 
used in authentication, confidentiality and integrity in cloud 
computing environment. We also design a software middleware, 
the Trusted Platform Software Stack (TSS), on which the cloud 
computing application can use easily the security function of TPM.  
 
II.RELATED WORK ABOUT CLOUD COMPUTING SECURITY  
 
Cloud computing developed from the grid computing technology 
and paid attention to provide distributed service to different users. 
A typical cloud model described by Frank Gillett [4] is shown in 
Fig.1. that model does not seem to address end-to-end 
management. Ultimately, the cloud service infrastructure must 
provide end-to-end service assurance to meet both service 
creation and service delivery platform user requirements. The 
service creators must be able to develop services rapidly using 
reusable and collaborating service components available globally. 
The infrastructure must also accommodate billions of users 
globally who will contribute to wildly fluctuating workloads. 

 
 

Figure 1.   A kind of Cloud Computing Model 
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In this model, the cloud computing security can be provided as 
security services. Security messages and secured messages 
can be transported, understood, and manipulated by standard 
Web services tools and software. This mechanism is a good 
choice because the web service technology has been well 
established in the network-computing environment. Even the 
mechanism for the cloud computing security has many merits 
now, but there are still some disadvantages. For example, there 
is short of the mechanism on the hardware to support the trusted 
computing in cloud computing system. The trusted root in cloud 
computing environment has not been defined clearly. The 
creation and protection of certificates are not secure enough for 
cloud computing environments. In the cloud computing, many 
users participate in the VO and they join or leave VO 
dynamically. Other resources in the cloud computing 
environments are the same too. Users, resources, and the VO 
should establish the trustful relationship among themselves. And 
they will be able to deal with the changing dynamically. The VO 
includes distributed users and resource from distributed local 
systems or organizes, which have different security policies. 
According to this reason, how to build a suitable relationship 
among them is a challenge. In fact, the requirements for the 
security in cloud computing environment have some aspects in 
the follow: 
 

 Confidentiality. The information belongs to different owners 

in the cloud computing resources should be open to the 

trusted objects. Unauthorized people or other entities 

should be forbidden from that information. 

 Dynamic of the services. The cloud computing system 

should also be able to provide services to users 

dynamically. This dynamic mechanism gives the user 

convenience to use the services and resources in the cloud 

computing environment. Then the security can be treated 

as the dynamic services too. 

 The trust among the participant. As described above, the 

participants, including users, local organizes and distributed 

resources, should build trust relationships among the 

entities that will have mutual operation to each other. The 

trusted relation is based on the authentication.  

 Dynamically building trust domains. In the cloud computing 

system, participants need to organize dynamically to solve 

different problems. So the relationship among them 

changes dynamically too. Then the VO needs to establish 

dynamically the trust domain including the participants, 

such as the users and the resources, which span multiple 

organization or systems. 

III BUILD TRUSTED CLOUD COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT  

A. Trusted Cloud Computing based on TCP 

 

The Trusted Computing Group (TCG) provided the trusted 
computing technology. This distinguishing technology is 
arguably the incorporation of “roots of trust” into computer 
platforms. Because one of the biggest issues facing computer 
technology today is data security, and the problem has gotten 
worse because users are working with sensitive information 
more often, while the number of threats is growing and hackers 
are developing new types of attacks, many technology 
researchers advocate development of trusted computing 
systems that integrate data security mechanism into their core 
operations, rather than implementing it by using add-on 
applications. In this concept, TC systems would 
cryptographically seal off the parts of the computer that deal 
with data and applications and give decryption keys only to 
programs and information that the technology judges to be 
trusted. The TCG made this mechanism as their core criteria to 
define the technology specification. The word trust is defined 
as “A trusted component, operation, or process is one whose 
behavior is predictable under almost any operating condition 
and which is highly resistant to subversion by application 
software, viruses, and a given level of physical interference.” 
TCP operates through a combination of software and 
hardware: manufacturers add some new hardware to each 
computer to support TC functions, and then a special TC 
operating system mediates between the hardware and any TC-
enabled applications. [5, 6] 
 
The trusted computing mechanism can provide a way that can 

help to establish a security cloud computing environment. The 

model of trusted computing is originally designed to provide the 

privacy and trust in the personal platform and the trusted 

computing platform is the base of the trusted computing. Since 

the internet computing or network computing has been the main 

computing from the end of the last century, the model of trusted 

computing is being developed to the network computing, 

especially the distributed systems environment. The cloud 

computing is a promising distributed system model and will act 

as an important role in the e-business or research environments. 

As web service technology have developed quickly and have 

been used broadly, cloud computing system could evolve to 

cloud computing service, which integrates the cloud computing 

with web service technology. So we could extend the trusted 

computing mechanism to cloud computing service systems by 

integrating the TCP into cloud computing system. Trusted 

computing platform provide the basis for trusted transactions to 

occur, and trusted computing technologies must allow 

stakeholders to express policies and have those policies 

negotiated and enforced in any execution environment.
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Figure 2.   The Architecture of Cloud Computing Based on TCP 
 
In Fig.2, the architecture of cloud computing based on TCP is 
described. The upper layer services in can lodge the security 
service provided by TPM through the TSS layer. The TSS layer 
stays on every trusted platform enabled by TCP. TSS can 
communicate directly with TPM and provide the interface to 
upper layer application components. The virtual infrastructure will 
be built dynamically and VO is built on it too. 
 
B. Role Based Access Control Model in cloud computing 
environment 
 
In the cloud computing system, there are a great number of 
users who hope to make the access to the cloud computing 
service. They do have their own goal and behavior. If the cloud 
computing systems hope to deal with them one by one, there will 
be a great hard work. In order to reduce the complication of the 
access control model, we can classify them into several classes 
or groups and make the access control criteria for these classes. 
So the users should firstly register themselves into one or some 
of the classes and get some credential to express their identities. 
When they make the access to the cloud computing resource or 
hope to get the cloud computing service, they should take their 
full ID, which includes their personal identities or the 
classes/group. Then the objective environment will have a 
relative simple way to control their accessing. In the TPM, the 
root of trust in integrity reporting is fulfilled. And the reporting 
could be delivered to the remote machine via the network. By 
using the remote attest function, the user in the TCP could to 
notify their identities and relevant information to the remote 
machine that they want to make access to. And each objective 
environment has the mechanism to clarify the accessing entity’s 
information about their identity, role, and other information about 
the security. The user should bind their personal ID used for 
TCP, the stander certificate, such as X.509, took from the CA, 
and the role information together. And the cloud computing 
system has the according mechanism to verify this information 

about each user. The cloud computing service should present 
which role it will give the permission, when the cloud computing 
service notifies itself to the cloud -computing environment. So 
the user will able to know whether he could make access to that 
cloud computing service before his action. The hardware 
maintains a “master secret key” for each machine, and it uses 
the master secret to generate a unique sub-key for every 
possible configuration of that machine. As a result, data 
encrypted for a particular configuration cannot be decrypted 
when the machine is in a different configuration. When one 
machine wants to join the cloud computing, it will show its 
certificate and generate session key with other cooperators buy 
using the unique sub-key. If the configuration in the local 
machine is changed, the session-key will also be not useful. So 
in the distributed environment, we can use this function to 
transmit data to remote machine and this data can be decrypted 
when the remote machine has certain configuration. 
 
C.    TSS and cloud computing system 
 
TSS components are the major parts of the TCP enabled cloud 
computing It provides fundamental resources to support the 
TPM. In our design, TSS should be a bridge between the up-
application and the low-hardware. As depicted in Fig.3, TSS 
includes two layers, the TSS service provider (TSP) and TSS 
core services (TCS). The applications call the function of TSP. 
TSP provides some basic security function modules. These 
basic modules send calls to TCS. Then TSS converts these calls 
to according TPM instructions. Since TPM is hardware, the TCG 
Device Driver Library (TDDL) is necessary. TDDL convert the 
calls from TCS to the TPM orders. After the TPM process the 
order, it will return the results up forward. Each layer gets results 
from low layer and coverts them to responding results that the up 
layer needs. 

 
 
Figure 3.   TSS Architecture for cloud computing based on TCP
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we analyzed the security of cloud computing 
environment and described the function of trusted computing 
platform in cloud computing. The advantages of our proposed 
approach are to extend the trusted computing technology into 
the cloud computing environment to achieve the trusted 
computing requirements for the cloud computing. TCP with TPM 
is used as the hardware base for the cloud computing system. In 
our design, TCP provides cloud computing system some 
important security services, such authentication, role based 
access and data protection. The trusted hardware function will 
be lodged through the TSS which plays a link role to upper layer 
services. Trusted cloud computing is built on the trusted 
computing platform and can provide flexible security services for 
users. 
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